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On behalf of all staff and recipients, we would like to take

this opportunity to thank our funders and supporters for your

financial support during this pandemic. Without this, we

would not have been able to provide our high level of

support to our community during the emergency response,

the bouncing back and adapting periods of lockdown.

In the last few months, MRSN has undergone a number of

changes to adapt to the immediate needs of our

beneficiaries, as well as prepare for the future. With so much

uncertainty, we are doing all we can to make our services as

adaptable as possible. We are currently determining how

Greater Manchester's presence in tier 3, will dictate how we

deliver our services over the coming months.

Our team has also grown in order to respond to covid19 crisis.

We'd like to welcome Angel Kaleta to our team as our Elderly

Person's Project Worker; Sophie McKenzie as our RIS Case

Worker; Becky Herbert as our Chat and Buddy Scheme

Coordinator and Tecle Medin as our Advice Drop-in worker.

Thank you to our
funders and supporters



Since the Asylum Guide project started

accepting referrals on the 10th of September,

we have worked with 16 asylum seekers,

dealing with various issues such as accessing a

solicitor, problems with asylum support, and

accessing healthcare, as well as better

informing clients about the asylum process. 

We are continuing to work out ways we can

support a large group of asylum seekers

placed in a hotel as part of the lockdown

response. These individuals have been waiting

months for their dispersal to long term

accommodation.

The newest element of this project is to set up

a remote phone service that will be staffed by

volunteers speaking Farsi, Arabic, Kurdish

Sorani, English and Tigrinya, so asylum seekers

can speak directly to someone in their own

language. We are hoping to start trialing this

on the 22nd of October.

Asylum Guide
Project

In early September, MRSN made the decision to re-open

our drop-in services. It was not a decision taken lightly-

extensive risk assessments were made and strategies

drawn up to ensure the safest possible delivery of  the

service. It was decided that MRSN was denying too many

refugee and asylum seeker clients an essential service by

remaining closed for face-to-face appointments. The

people who come to the drop-in have responded to the

massive changes in the service in a wonderful manner,

understanding the need for social distancing, the washing

of hands, and the wearing of a mask at all times. There

have been issues with some clients being upset after

arriving too late to be seen, as we have new strict

guidelines of ten clients per day, but we are exploring ways

in which more people could be supported remotely.

 

At the general drop-in we have been dealing with the

usual mix of benefit queries, housing issues and consumer

rights plus many more other difficulties.  Our immigration

drop-in has been able to support clients with many

different queries and applications relating to immigration

status and applications. Bridget has done great work as our

Asylum Guides Coordinator, meaning that MRSN is able to

support asylums seekers, both with an open claim and

with refused claims, when they are desperate for further

support. Our link with the recently launched Migrant

Destitution Fund has been an essential means of support,

allowing us to apply for grant payments of up to £80 for

destitute refugees and asylum seekers, who have no

recourse to public funds and are desperate for financial

support in this most uncertain of times. Manchester Move’s

eligibility criteria has changed, meaning applicants now

need to have lived in Manchester for two years rather than

three months before they can apply for a council property.

This means that we are likely to be dealing with a lot more

homeless clients in the near future.

 

Most of all though, MRSN’s reopening has managed to be a

success because of the fabulous work by our volunteers

and staff. The post-COVID drop-in has seen experienced

volunteers and staff really step up to the plate and quickly

adjust to the new way of doing our service. We have also

seen an amazing amount of volunteers apply to help out

MRSN for the first time, and they have all learned the ropes

outstandingly quickly and are supporting clients to the

highest possible degree. The new post-COVID drop-ins

have been close to a triumph, and that’s almost entirely

due to the hard work and kind commitment of its

volunteers.

Face to face again
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The last 3 months have been such a busy time for the Destitute Project. We have seen lives changed for

the better with the weekly supply of our fresh fruits and vegetables bringing much delight to our food

parcel recipients not to mention how this aids in supporting health issues. So many have sent texts and or

phone calls and even outside referral organisations have emailed on behalf of their clients, thanking us for

the beneficial contents of the bags and the lovely clothing we were able to give, all of which were donated

by various families and organisations in the community. 

Many thanks goes out to our volunteer packers and drivers who are a credit to MRSN. Wearing our red t-

shirts whilst working each Friday with our slogan "Bridges not walls" (as shown in far left picture below) is

proving a real hit as many people are now acknowledging it and giving a thumbs up. One person said

"your work is proving your slogan well". This also shows in the many and varied volunteer applications

we are receiving on a weekly basis for the destitute project. We are visible to other organisations and local

donors who genuinely want to support us. The destitute project has come into its own and tells its own

story. We now have volunteers who having being supported by MRSN in the past have now returned, in

order to support others like themselves. This project has gone from strength to strength and is proving

why it is vital and valuable at such a time, when so many are facing such uncertainty.

The Destitute Project

One of the asylum seekers we work with in the destitute project had been struggling with a foot injury

for a while. The injury to his foot meant that it had swollen to twice its size. The gentleman didn’t have

the money in order to get shoes that fit properly so had been relying on a pair of sandals that were too

small for his feet. This lead to more injury to his injured foot, which meant he had to get antibiotic

treatment.

A lovely student we are connected to (as shown in the far right picture above) heard of this man’s

desperate situation. He donated the money to get proper fitting shoes, so the gentleman could get

around easier and his foot could recover. With this money, our Destitute Project Coordinator, Jennifer

was able to take him to get his feet measured properly, and buy shoes that would fit properly. He was

over joyed by this kindness and is on the road to recovery.

New shoes changing a life
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The Check in and Chat scheme was extremely successful

during the first official lockdown and has continued to be a

highly valued service ever since then, with new matches

paired up each week. With lockdown restrictions getting

tighter, the rise in loneliness will only increase. It is so

important to hold on to any form of communication in these

strange times. The Check in and Chat scheme has provided

company and friendship to many people. Despite going back

to work, continuing their studies and balancing other

commitments, our dedicated volunteers have remained on the

other end of the phone for their buddies and the work they

have done has been invaluable.

 

Not only has this service provided company for many

recipients, but it has also given individuals the chance to

improve their English. What better way to practice your

English than through a friendly phone conversation that can

take place whenever it suits you? Our volunteers have been

chatting to their buddies, building up their confidence with

speaking English and setting them written tasks. This free

service has proven to be a great way for refugees and asylum

seekers to informally gain experience practising their English.

 

With COVID restrictions becoming stricter, we can only assume

that the service will be needed by even more people, in order

to ensure that those who are already in vulnerable positions

can continue to have social interactions to avoid further

isolation. We would like to thank our amazing volunteers once

again for their commitment to the Check in and Chat scheme

and we look forward to see how many more people can

benefit from the project.

In order to reach more people and raise awareness of this

service, we have designed and printed fliers in a number of

languages to post around the areas we would like to reach.

Check and chat scheme

Supporting people with diabetes
A young man in his early 20’s was referred internally to the Destitute Project, as he was in desperate need of support

not only with housing as he is in a hostel at present but he is also diabetic. Due to his Nass Support being only £37 per

week he is finding it difficult to eat healthily as the money is not enough to provide nutritional foods which contains

low carbs and reduced amounts of sugar.

This financial support means he cannot afford the regular diet of fresh fruit and veg, as these can be very expensive.

Jennifer at the destitute project works hard to source fresh fruit and veg and we are now supporting him with these

as well as other food types so that he can sustain and maintain his sugar levels. This lowers the risks to his diabetes

getting out of control and him ending up in hospital at this time of covid19, which as a BAME person is a high risk in

itself. He is delighted to be getting his regular food parcel.
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Making a house a
home
An ongoing partnership arrangement with ForHousing

in Eccles led to MRSN acquiring a property to manage

for the purpose of supporting homeless refugee familes

resettle and integrate as they embark on rebuilding

their lives in the UK. This is one of several managed

properties ran by MRSN.

Our newest family to benefit from this provision is the

Hussein* family who have 3 children with a new arrival

due in a few weeks. Arriving in January, Mrs Hussein

and children were all reunited again with the children’s

father. Numerous moves whilst being placed in and out

of several hostels (in less than ideal living conditions)

was very unsettling for the new arrivals and family as a

whole. The lack of a settled home environment, in the

middle of a pandemic and school closures made it

extremely difficult for the family to begin adjusting and

adapting to life in the UK. 

Rob Grigorjevs – Tenancy Support & Sustainment

Manager stated “ForHousing are delighted to work
in partnership with the support of MRSN. It is a
much needed service providing safe and secure
accommodation for people in great need”.
 

The family now have a RIS caseworker who has helped

settle the family into their new home by; accessing

essential furniture and items, identifying suitable utility

providers, arranging repairs, securing school

placements, conducting orientation of local vicinity and

so much more. We could not have achieved a

smoother move-in without the support of ForHousing,

Manchester City Council Welfare Provision, Save the

Children UK Emergency Response, GM BAME Network

and Salford School Admissions, not forgetting the

businesses and individuals (far too numerous to

mention) who responded to our appeal for donations

and help. Everyone went beyond the call of duty to

help turn this house into a home.

Holding back tears Mr Hussein said “I am speechless
and humbled by the response and support of the
British public shown towards my family and
myself, and we are truly grateful”.

In between looking for work Mr Hussein has already

started volunteering with MRSN as a way of giving back

to the society that afforded him and his family

protection. The family have an interested social media

fan base and will keep them posted on how they’re

settling in.

*Names changed in line with our confidentiality policy

Mr Hussein*
“I am speechless and humbled by the
response and support of the British
public shown towards my family and
myself and we are truly grateful”

Rob Grigorjevs – Tenancy
Support & Sustainment Manager:
"ForHousing are delighted to work in
partnership with the support of MRSN.
It is a much needed service providing
safe and secure accommodation for
people in great need”.
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Shared Routes
Project
We continue to advertise services and free training offers

to our peer navigators. The free English classes were

again, highly popular. In late July, we started a new peer

navigator training programme. This was the first course

that was delivered completely online. It was a new

experience for all but we managed to create a friendly

online space where everyone built good relationships.

We completed the course at the end of August and peer

navigators expressed how much they enjoyed it. See the

quotes to the right.

 

We also supported peer navigators into volunteer

placements even though suitable roles are still limited

due to services not operating at their previous level.

One peer navigator - who was mentioned in the last

newsletter and who is still an asylum seeker - was so

excited to do the peer navigator training because she

wanted to help people living through the same

situation. After completing the course she successfully

applied for a volunteer role as an Asylum guide and

started helping other asylum seekers with the asylum

process. She told us how much she benefitted from the

Shared Routes training - particularly the workshop on

‘how to apply for a volunteer role’ where we trained

participants on how to fill an application form and we

performed mock interviews.

After the interview she sent the following text message:

"Dear Shared Routes team. I have now finished the
interview. It was perfect. The project coordinator
told me in general about the project and asked me a
couple of questions. Thanks for your help Shared
Routes!"

We are delighted that she secured a volunteer role that

offers her so many professional and personal

development opportunities and where other asylum

seekers will benefit so much from her support.

In the second week of October, we have started another

training course. A very high number of people registered

and we brought together a dynamic online group. So far,

at the first workshop, we had very interesting and lively

discussions on ‘finding your strong sides’ and ‘tips on

how to keep pushing when things do not go as

expected’. Something that during these unusual times

is useful for almost everyone.

Manal*
“You guys were very friendly and the
training was very informative. The
workshops were very fruitful for me.
And at this situation with
Coronavirus, you know, we are sitting
in the house hopeless because of
limitation but you guys gave us the
inspiration to do something, and
those workshops for me are good
preparation. Thank you.”

Mariam*
“Thank you Shared Routes team,
thank you all. I'm glad to meet my
teachers and my classmates from
different nationalities in zoom. It was
very good and helpful.”
*Names changed according to our confidentiality
policy
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A family reunited
As a part of the Check in and Chat buddy

scheme, our volunteers speak to their buddies

over the phone to offer support, whether it be

through teaching them English or just having

someone to talk to. Recently, one of our

volunteers was talking to their buddy who was

updating him on his current situation. This

volunteer was told that his buddy had been

separated from his sons who were at risk of

being sent to Spain.

This story was shared by The Guardian and you

can read more below:

https://www.theguardian.com/uk-

news/2020/aug/30/sons-must-leave-uk-after-

boat-crossing-but-father-stays-after-flight-arrival

Our volunteer saw the seriousness of this issue

and informed his buddy of his rights to appeal to

the court and was encouraged to seek an

immigration solicitor. The three sons were then

told that they could stay in the UK and started

the process of being able to move back to be

with their father.

At the end of September, one of our colleagues

received a phone call from one of the sons as

soon as they arrived back in Manchester. He

contacted us to inform us that all the brothers

were re-united together with their dad, after

waiting in a detention centre in Gatwick Airport,

awaiting the home office decision.

We are absolutely overjoyed for them! Jennifer,

our Destitute Project coordinator immediately

packed an extra food parcel for them all and

sent it across to the reunited family. The family

contacted us to let us know how grateful they

are for our continued support.

Since then, we have met up with the family to

help them with warm clothing for the winter,

and they are restarting on their ESOL courses.

They have also signed up to be peer navigators

with the shared routes project. We are so happy

that they are reunited again and able to rebuild

their lives.

We were recently contacted by a single parent of 3

children who was in a desperate situation. The family (and

one of the children in particular with special educational

needs) have been facing severe racial harassment and

assaults in the neighbourhood they have been placed to

live in, pending the outcome of their asylum claim.

We take our duty to protect and safeguard children and

vulnerable adults seriously. After speaking with the father

and the young person, the family have been experiencing

ongoing racial abuse for a few years involving visits to A&E

for treatment following injuries sustained. 

Although school, the police and other professionals had

been aware of this, very little had been done to bring the

perpetrators to justice, to adequately protect the family or

seek the views, wishes and feelings of all those affected in

this family. MRSN is seeking answers from the police

regarding action they’ve taken following a catalogue of

previous reported racial abuse incidents and attacks on

this family. In speaking with the family, it has transpired

that a combination of 10+ statutory and other professional

organisations have known of this racial harassment and

had not gone far enough to work together to protect and

safeguard this family regardless of them being asylum

seekers. 

As an ex-safeguarding trainer there is no excuse for this

ad-hoc piecemeal approach and complacency that I see

has taken place here. MRSN continues to take the lead

until this matter is fully resolved.

Standing with victims
of racial harrassment
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Over the last few months, we have been working

towards rethinking many of our policies and

processes in order that they meet the growing needs

of the organisation and to assess if they are best

practice.

This has also been part of our application for MRSN

to be recognised as meeting the Advice Quality

Standards. At the end of October we will submit our

application and then receive feedback on whether

there are any areas that require improvement.

Over the last month, all our policies have been read

and reviewed by all of our dedicated staff and

trustees. This feedback has been taken on board, the

policies are being amended and we are now

designing new in house training to make sure that all

staff are aware and fully equipped to put in place any

new policies.

In the third week of October, we ran our first training

session called a "Data Protection Refresher Course".

This was a great success in reminding staff of the

rules surrounding the DPA 2018, and the training

raised great discussions on how each project

manager can protect data as our projects continue

to grow.

Through our separate project leaders, this new

information will be filtered down to all our

volunteers, so we can continue to offer the highest

quality service to our community.

Restrictions due to the Coronavirus have meant

many charities have had to redesign services under

time pressure to make them more accessible for

their beneficiaries and communities. MRSN have

also reacted quickly to the lockdown measures and

moved their services to on the phone and online

support. 

However, as lockdown measures look to continue,

MRSN have been considering how we can make our

services more accessible to our community. As the

world has shifted to heavily rely on technology, this

has not been ideal for our beneficiaries. Many

refugees and asylum seekers face digital poverty and

don't have access to the technology, reliable wifi or

skills training to be able to use this equipment.

MRSN have been fortunate enough to have been

accepted for a grant to undertake the Cohort

Catalyst training for service redesign. This is an

intensive training course over four weeks but also a

collaboration space to work with charities across the

UK who are facing similar challenges. 

Through this, we have begun interviews and surveys

with some of beneficiaries and organisations to hear

what they would like from our services. From this, we

can then consider what service designs we can put

together to best meet their needs.

Policies and staff
development

Approaching
service redesign
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